It would be impossible to present more than just a taste of the diverse
range of print design GCGD has produced over the last 25 years.
So many designs, so little space...
So here is a small selection of work, recent and from the archive, along
with a few testimonials from clients past and present.
If you would like to see more, perhaps to see something
more relevant to your needs, then please get in touch.
Details at the end of the portfolio.

© Guy Cracknell Graphic Design Ltd

“I have known Guy Cracknell for many years and seen his work, his
creativity, his problem solving and personal communication skills in
action across a wide range of projects.
“Intensely committed to providing the very best for all his clients
he combines creativity, an in-depth knowledge of technology,
design methods and industry requirements with a deep commercial
understanding that ensures that the finished projects not only look
stunning but deliver sound results.
“Open and relaxed, Guy’s thoughtful approach makes any working
relationship a pleasure and coupled with his professional skills across
digital and print design ensure that projects run smoothly, to budget
and to deadline. If only more designers were like him!”
NIK HEAP
Creative Director
WideEye Communications

TWEED
YO U R N AT U R A L S T Y L E
No collection reflects the Irish landscape so earnestly as Dubarry’s tweed. Earthy,
yet elegant, the neatly tailored collection is made with Pure New Wool woven into
delicately coloured but striking cloth and finished with a Teflon® coating. Beautiful
appearance is matched by protection, like the warm and robust Bracken sports jacket
that comes in a wide range of colours echoing four seasons of wood and moorland
ferns. Natural simplicity that gives you the confidence to step out in effortless style.

Hazelwood Tweed poncho in Sable, £199
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Bracken Tweed jacket in Heath, £399 | Cormack Sweater in Oyster, £79
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Crosshaven

Ultimate performance sailing boot

Ultima

All-leather sailing boot

Shamrock

The classic sailing boot

Visit our website for retail partners in your area or to buy online

Fastnet

Lightweight performance sailing boot

WOMEN’S JACKETS

GOODYEAR WELTED

Y O U R L I F E , Y O U R WAY
Made to fit into your life and to be worn your way, Dubarry women’s
jackets are built with a passion for adventure. Flattering tailoring and
non-bulky warmth teamed with waterproof finishes and breathable

Maximum movement.
Complete comfort.

STYLE . ENDURANCE . CRAFTSMANSHP

linings, give you reliable style when it matters. From the Ballyvaughan
waxed cotton coat to the down-filled Spiddal gilet, beating the weather
has never looked this good.

• Fabric stretches in four directions
• Maximum movement
• All-day wearing comfort

BPL10259

Protection
with style

100% WATERPROOF

• UPF40 helps protect against UV
rays (UVA and UVB), the main
causes of skin damage

BREATHABLE

WINDPROOF

Enjoy the sun, but remember to
use shade, clothing and a high UPF
sunscreen to protect yourself

Ballyvaughan Dry Vintage waxed cotton coat with PrimaLoft in Pine, £279 | Cormack Sweater in Oyster, £79
Glanmire GORE-TEX boots in Brown, £379
®
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“Dubarry of Ireland has been using the creative and graphic design skills of Guy Cracknell Graphic Design
for the past 14 years. The partnership embraces all aspects of our marketing mix including photo shoot art
direction, catalogue design and print management, web design input, generation of Press Releases, preparation of
advertisements and design of point of sale visuals. The relationship is built on an intimate knowledge by GCGD of
our brand from the strategic through to the tactical. Value for money and flexibility are coupled at all times with a
rapid response service. GCGD has become an extension of our in-house marketing team.””
MICHAEL WALSH
Marketing Director, Dubarry of Ireland
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“There is the freedom to be themselves...
Balmoral is the place where the Royal Family
become more like you and me.”
Penny Junor
ROYAL AUTHOR

Discover the secrets of the Royal Family’s beloved hideaway
3 x 1 hour | Factual
Produced by Arrow International Media Limited and Motion Content Group for Channel 5, UK
fmscreenings.com |

@FremantleMedia |

FremantleMedia HQ

1 Stephen Street, London W1T 1AL, UK | T: +44 (0)20 7691 6000 | E: info@fremantlemedia.com

NIGEL SLATERS MIDDLE EAST_4pp brochure_v7.indd 2
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Britain’s first-ever self-build site
on a grand scale
Grand Designs: The Street has been an epic five
years in the making.

UNDERCOVER IN
THE JUNGLE

Presented by Kevin McCloud MBE, this brand-new six-part
series follows the first 10 pioneering households on the
UK’s largest self-build project.
It’s an incredible opportunity, but not without risk…

A team of top wildlife filmmakers carry out a one-of-a-kind
experiment in the most biodiverse jungle on earth

Meet the team that get more than their hands dirty!

26/03/2018 12:14
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Ed Stafford

“Sensitively and thoughtfully handled”
THE GUARDIAN

“A shocking look at life on the margins”
THE TIMES

“Tender and moving”

Welcome to the world of homeless people

GQ

“Truly revelatory tv that damns us all”
the gUArdian

2

3 x 1 hour | Factual

A Boundless and Motion Content Group
production for Channel 4, UK

3

T: +44 (0)20 7691 6000 E: info@fremantle.com
fmscreenings.com

@FremantleHQ

FremantleHQ
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60 DAYS ON THE STREET_6pp_sep19_v6.indd 1
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Explorer, adventurer and
presenter, Ed Stafford is an
internationally acclaimed
motivational speaker and author.

Self-shooting former soldier Ed Stafford spends 60
winter days and nights on the street with no money,
no food and no shelter to get a ﬁrst-hand view of
Britain’s growing homelessness crisis.
60 Days on the Streets reveals the human face of homelessness across Manchester,
London and Glasgow, telling the stories of those on the streets, how they ended up
there and how they survive at a time of increasing crisis. Ed enters a dangerous world
in the grip of booze and drugs where skilful beggars can make extraordinary sums.
Risking his physical and mental health, Ed lives alongside the homeless to capture the
reality of their existence.

As seen in Discovery Channels Naked and Marooned
with Ed Stafford and Walking the Amazon.

Manchester
A city in the grip of a complex, intertwined homelessness and drugs epidemic,
where rough sleeping has increased sevenfold since 2010. In a zero-tolerance
crackdown, the local authorities have pledged to eradicate rough sleeping in the
region by 2020 – but so far, the problems have proved insurmountable. During
his stay, Ed meets rough sleepers caught in the grip of addiction, many of whom
are resigned to a life on the streets. This is a raw, honest and at times deeply
shocking portrait of a marginalised community that few of us truly understand.

London
One of the richest cities in the world where over 1000 rough sleepers bed
down every night. Basing himself on The Strand, in the heart of theatreland
in London’s West End, Ed explores what draws so many homeless people to
the capital. Unexpectedly, Ed observes a world in which skilful beggars make
extraordinary sums – more than the average wage. And he meets several
beggars who actually have homes. As Ed discovers, some people are happy to
take advantage.

Glasgow
The poorest city in the whole of the UK. Despite high levels of poverty, Glasgow
is tackling homelessness with a set of progressive laws, to help rough sleepers
get off the streets quickly. Ed witnesses a world in which great strides have
been taken to combat rough sleeping. But with nearly 11,000 people in Scotland
now living in B&Bs, hotels and temporary flats for long periods, there is still a
long way to go to truly eradicate homelessness in the UK.

60 DAYS ON THE STREET_6pp_sep19_v6.indd 2
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Be inspired on a grand scale

“Guy is my go to freelance graphic designer, I’ve worked
with him for many years now and always completely
impressed. Not only is he super talented, he is efficient,
very warm and friendly and so patient. I love working
with Guy, he treats every project as independent and
always responds with creative flair and rigour to briefs.
He works in a collaborative way, which makes potentially
stressful projects run smoothly and hassle free! I couldn’t
recommend Guy more.”
MYRIAM OSTERLEY
FremantleMedia Ltd

fmscreenings.com
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“Guy was recommended to us by a colleague for a small, temporary job but he impressed so much we kept finding reasons to work with him. It is always a pleasure
working with Guy and his team. No job is too big or too small and even with ever-changing specs and shorter deadlines, he always delivers. Thank you, Guy!”
LORRAINE ALLEN
Senior Marketing Manager, A+E Networks
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Eden is estimated to have
brought in more than
£1.1bn to the local area
in its first ten years –
making it one of the most
successful publicly funded
attractions in the UK.

A passionate environmentalist with the
drive of a risk-embracing entrepreneur,
Sir Tim Smit intends to build an Eden
Project on every continent by 2020.
Fiona McGowan thinks he might just do it.

Inspired by the forms of nature and with sustainability at the heart
of his process, Tom Raffield creates furniture and lighting that
combine timeless beauty and an ethical core. By Fiona McGowan.

F

rom the moment you drive up the steep
‘put-it-in-first-gear’ track to Tom Raffield’s
Helston workshop, there is a sense that you
are embedded in the woody vale around you.
It would be impossible not to be inspired
by the cyclic growth and regeneration of nature here.
As Tom puts it, there are no straight lines in nature
– neither are there in his business, which has grown
organically from his first chaise longue to today’s array
of wooden homewares.
Tom Raffield’s sinuous bentwood forms are becoming
familiar throughout the country and are turning up all
around the world. His lampshades are slender strips of
wood bent into myriad loops and curls to create lighting
that is more 3D sculpture than shade. Unlit, the eyecatching adornments are both natural (mostly unstained
and unvarnished) and highly complex. Lit, they create
shadow plays and diffuse the light in unusual ways.
His chairs have the ergonomic simplicity and softened

lines that bring to mind Eames furniture, or Michael
Thonet’s bentwood chairs that litter the cafés and streets
of Europe.
The essence of a Tom Raffield chair, though, is
something closer to nature. There is a sense of the
outdoor-indoor in his work – as though garden furniture
has been refined, given a sculptural tweak and brought
into the home. His tables are functional objects,
smooth and tactile and evidently hand crafted, with the
addition of classic Raffield twists – a curvy loop of wood
connecting the base to the legs that draws your eye to
its quirkiness. Log loops – slim pieces of oak bent into a
circle large enough to contain a stack of log – and coat
racks with surprising bends sticking out of the ends are
all in the ever-growing portfolio of his work.

T
“These portraits were taken as commissions for theatrical productions over the
last two years. I love using light to elevate photographs whether it’s natural light or
studio lights. I particularly enjoy photographing theatre and productions of any kind
because you’re working with actors and dancers who are very comfortable in front
of a camera and happy to experiment. This and the lighting mean you can get a real
feel of drama in the images.”
MATT AUSTIN

Macbeth, Four of Swords Theatre, Beer Quarry Caves, 2014

Number One pendant

PHOTO: THE EDEN PROJECT

wo hundred and fifty years ago, a
Plymouth apothecary called William
Cookworthy determined to copy the
millennia-old Chinese method of creating
fine white porcelain (kaolin) from clay.
He found a huge area of decomposed granite clay in
an area of South East Cornwall, and by 1768 set up
a business extracting ‘china clay’ from the earth. By
the 19th century, the area north of St Austell was
exporting 65,000 tonnes of china clay a year, and by
the start of the 20th century, half of the world’s china
clay was being produced there. Working conditions
were harsh and the scars on the land became deeper
and more devastating to the natural environment.
By the end of the 90s, the mining company moved
its business to Brazil where labour was cheaper.
Jobs were lost, and poverty came quickly to the
region. The land was left barren and cratered, with
huge conical piles of extracted earth decorating the
landscape like giant buboes.
In 1995, one man had a vision. He imagined
building a spectacular theatre in which to showcase
human dependence on plants in one of the craters left
by the mining industry. Within two years, he had
pulled together the people and the money to make his
dream real, and in 2001 the attraction opened to the
public. The world’s largest geodesic biomes form two
temperature-controlled conservatories representing
the ‘humid tropics’ and a ‘warm temperate’ region.
There are 135,000 plants sourced from all over
the world and dozens of staff. Hundreds of people
worked to build and create it – from digger operators

culture
escape

culture
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For anyone with a passion for the fantastical,
New Craftsman Gallery St Ives presents a show of
craft curiosities for the Christmas season.
Words by Mercedes Smith.

Fiona McGowan waxes lyrical about
Cornwall’s multifaceted and beautiful
Mount’s Bay.

W

e’re on holiday – a family break. True to
form, the children, both complaining of
‘agonising’ sore throats, take hours to get
to sleep, having insisted at dinner on bringing their
desserts to our suite, where they smothered chocolate all
over their faces and zombied out in front of the TV. I’m
lying awake at three in the morning, listening to the sea
pounding on the beach and the quiet snuffles of the now
slumbering children. It is soothing – finally.
The Godolphin Arms in Marazion has been owned
by St Aubyn Estates for over 200 years, and was
refurbished in 2014. It is planted slap-bang in front of
one of the most iconic locations in Cornwall, if not the
country. St Michael’s Mount is the crowning glory in
the giant sweep of Mount’s Bay, with Marazion at one
end and Mousehole at the other. In between lie Penzance
and Newlyn – each community with its own personality,
history and charm. Marazion certainly has the greater
tourist influx; its tiny winding streets are rammed with
people and cars from Easter to autumn. St Aubyn Estates,
owned by Lord and Lady St Levan, has been part of the
landscape for 600 years. It comprises 5,000 acres and

Two 21st-century artists reworking early
photographic practices in response to their
immediate environment talk about their work.

W

illiam Arnold and Oliver RaymondBarker have a lot of common ground:
both work in the medium of cameraless photography, their subject matter is
the landscape – mainly on their home
turf of Cornwall. They also deliver workshops together,
collaborate on projects, and both are creating work that
is getting noticed. It was after seeing an exhibition at
the Victoria and Albert Museum that the two artists
(independently) determined the directions their work
would take.

Barbara Keal, Stag
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timeless relationship between humans and all living
things. By way of lengthy hand-making processes,
the Keals let the beauty of their raw materials speak of
their natural origins, and each of their unique works
retains the vitality of the living plants and animals
from which they come. The curious transition of
these natural things into objects of domestic life –
dramatic felt headdresses to be worn or displayed, and
twisting, naturally surfaced wood pieces to be used as
furniture – only seems to enhance the strange story of
their making and remind us of our place within the
endless process of growth, decay and renewal.
‘Curious Things’ will be on show from 5 December to 8 January
at New Craftsman Gallery, 24 Fore St, St Ives, Cornwall.
newcraftsmanstives.com

PHOTO: COURTESY OF THE ARTIST

Sunset over Mount’s Bay, as seen from the terrace of Mount Haven

William Arnold at work in his darkroom

PHOTO: PHILIP VOLKERS

PHOTO: MIKE SEARLE

WA: I was experimenting with different historical and
photographic processes when I saw the exhibition, and it
was the work of Susan Derges and Garry Fabian Miller
that sparked my interest in the potential ways cameraless processes could be used to represent landscapes and

PHOTO: MIKE NEWMAN

Cardamine Hirsutum Hairy Bittercress, William Arnold, 2017

PHOTO: COURTESY WILLIAM ARNOLD

PHOTO: COURTESY WILLIAM ARNOLD

INFLUENCES
ORB: It’s work that pushes the boundaries of the
photographic medium that draws me in. The ‘Shadow
Catchers’ exhibition at the V&A in 2011 was one of
the first large exhibitions of camera-less photography,
and I saw it at a time when my own practice was being
rekindled. It made me realise I wanted to focus on
developing a visual syntax beyond traditional forms of
lens and print-based media.

inter, and especially Christmas
time, brings with it ancient
traditions and tantalising tales
of wonder, conjuring up in the
childish depths of our imagination
a landscape of wild woods, magical toys and mythical
creatures made real. Throughout December, New
Craftsman Gallery sets this scene with an exhibition
of extraordinary contemporary craft by felt-worker
Barbara Keal, woodworker Richard Keal and rising
automata artist Jack Stiling.
Stiling is a recent graduate of Falmouth
University’s Contemporary Crafts degree, and
‘Curious Things’ marks his first-ever exhibition
at what is one of the UK’s leading craft venues.
Automata is a re-emerging art form, the roots
of which stretch back to
Victoriana and all the way to
Greek mythology. As well as
being fascinating to anyone
with an eye for the unusual, it
is an area with particular appeal
for collectors.
Inspired by classic
literature, hand-me-down
stories and campfire fables,
Stiling’s fantastical objects
draw the viewer into a world
of marvellous mechanisms,
magic and illusion, where
curiosity is king and all things
are possible. Based partly upon
the old English counting game
‘Tinker, Tailor’, each piece
in this series of new works
embodies an aspect of its
creator’s thoughts, feelings and
moods, and includes peculiar
personages such as ‘Band Boy’,
a hand-built, animated puppet,
‘The Craftsman’, a character
comprised of assorted findings
ranging from a shoe tree
to a helicopter engine, and
the astonishing ‘Cannonball
Run’, complete with what
the artist describes as “a
medium-defying transmaterial
cannonball and explosive
onomatopoeic surprise”.
Creative couple Richard
and Barbara Keal live and
work alongside each other at
their East Sussex studio, using
wood, wool, feathers, grasses
and other natural materials to
make objects that affirm the

Jack Stiling,The Craftsman
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“Guy has been working on MANOR since its launch three years ago, in fact, pre-launch, as he put together
the prototype. Guy’s been integral in the magazine’s success, not least for his design skills - the design of
the magazine has been, and is frequently lauded by those highly experienced in the sector - but also for
his client relationship. Putting together a substantial magazine like MANOR every six weeks can be a
stressful business, but Guy’s always highly professional, always calm and always amenable, which is a
godsend for any editor. Importantly, he’s always well-stocked in Fruitella when things get really bad.”
IMOGEN CLEMENTS
Founding Editor, MANOR Magazine

“Guy has been working with Purple from the beginning,
some 16 years ago.
“His creative imagination has been invaluable not only
in establishing our own corporate identity but also for
many of our own clients. This has continued in helping
to promote our business through mailshot designs and
other promotional/advertising campaigns. He has the
ability to grasp and design what is required perfectly and
his designs are always current.
“In addition, Guy produces and re-draws artwork
accurately and efficiently. I cannot recommend Guy
highly enough, not only is he a pleasure to work with but
I can honestly say that he has never let us down, he is a
vital part of our business”.
ROB PALMER
Purple Promotions

MADE-TO-ORDER

With a wide range of colour and fabric options, our made-to-order jackets
are an excellent choice if you are looking to stand out in the crowd and
strengthen your team identity. The bespoke service allows far greater
flexibility with colour combinations and trims, about which further
information can be found on pages 4 and 5. Our team will help you select
the optimum blend of styles, materials and production techniques to
create an image that best portrays your company. Utilising production
sites both here in the UK and overseas, we are able to manufacture high
quality garments to meet short lead times for low or high volume orders.
A combination of skilled employees and state-of-the-art machinery will
guarantee you the very best results.

Built on more than 25 years of experience...

STOCK PRODUCTS

If the made-to-order range is not for you, we have a huge variety of
garments available from stock, with access to thousands of top quality brands
and styles that won’t disappoint. We can also help you with your promotional
merchandise items with many products to complement. We simply have
too many options to show everything here, so if you can’t find what you are
looking for in our brochure or on our website, please call the office and we
will be more than happy to discuss your requirements further.

...we bring to you our new and exciting brochure which we hope you will love
as much as we do. With new garments and finishing techniques in addition to
some of the old favourites, Watt to Wear Ltd continue to supply the best quality
garments and provide a customer service to be proud of.

EMBROIDERY

Our made-to-order jackets remain our specialist area and with the recent addition
of an in-house dye sublimation facility we can now enhance our garments even
further. Take a look at pages 4 and 5 for some of the options available from
our made-to-order range, with pages 6 and 7 explaining the various garment
decorating techniques we can offer. Browse through the remainder of the
brochure where we have demonstrated how you can mix and match garments to
achieve a brand and identity that is unique to you and your team.

Whether you have selected a made-to-order jacket or one of the many
products from our stock range, embroidery remains one of the most
professional, long lasting finishes available. Our in-house embroidery and
sampling facility allows us to adorn your chosen garments with your company
logo, always with the greatest care and attention to detail. We have access
to more than 350 different thread colours which means there will be no
compromise when it comes to showing off your company brand.

PRINTING

It may not always be practical to embroider your garments, so why not
consider printing? We have established long term working relationships
with our suppliers and can offer several printing options depending on the
products and fabrics being used. Printing is a versatile approach, providing
greater scope for positioning of your chosen designs.

To date we have supplied many businesses and individuals with top quality
garments and merchandise for their team or specialist event, building great
relationships along the way. Whatever your requirements, our friendly team will
be more than happy to assist.

DYE SUBLIMATED PRINTING

Watt to Wear are proud to introduce the dye sublimation process to
enhance our ever expanding range of products. With a recently installed
hi-tech printer and heat press, we are able to use this new digital printing
technology to reproduce full colour photographic quality images onto
fabric. The design possibilities are endless, with fabrics personalised to
create jacket trims and linings for our made-to-order garments, colourful
equestrian coolers, snoods, bespoke polo shirts and bibs, banners and more.
Please contact the office for further details on this exciting new service.

www.watttowear.co.uk

ALTERNATIVE BRANDING OPTIONS

Watt to Wear Ltd
Unit 3
Old Brewery Road
Wiveliscombe
TA4 2PW
England

In addition to embroidery and printing, if you are looking for something a
little different, we can also offer a laser engraving service most suited to
fleece and softshell garments. The process creates a subtle shadow effect
which will vary depending on the colour and fabric type.
Custom woven labels and zip pulls can add a professional touch to any
garment. Produced in many different colours, shapes and sizes this is a sure
way to reinforce your brand name, with matching swing tags also available.

Tel: 00 44 (0) 845 241 7640
Fax: 00 44 (0) 845 241 7641
Email: sales@watttowear.co.uk

Mix and match colours, mingle garment styles, combine printing with
embroidery, add labels and swing tags - whatever your preference, Watt
to Wear will help find the perfect personalisation method for you.

FRANCE
N’hésitez pas à nous contacter pour toute
information complémentaire.
Email: francesales@watttowear.co.uk

And finally...

UAE
050 8533 525

Thank you for taking the time to look at our fantastic new brochure. If you
don’t see what you are looking for here, please speak to one of the team
who will be more than happy to discuss your requirements further.

uaesales@watttowear.co.uk
watttowear.co.uk | 00 44 (0) 845 241 7640
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“Guy directed and designed our most
recent company brochure. His fresh
approach and inexhaustible enthusiasm
ensured we ended up with our best
brochure to date. We would use him
again without hesitation.”

We look forward to hearing from you.

watttowear.co.uk | 00 44 (0) 845 241 7640

watttowear.co.uk | 00 44 (0) 845 241 7640

Branding options
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DAN WATT
Watt-to-Wear

Made-to-order jackets
With numerous options we can create an image unique to you...

Choosing the best method of personalisation is key to creating a
professional image and an instant identity for any team. With many
branding options available, please feel free to contact our office to
discuss the most suitable technique for your garment range, some of
which are shown below.

We know how important it is for our customers to create their own identity and stand out in the crowd. Our made-toorder jacket range does just that, with several personalisation options that will be sure to impress. Variations on jacket
style, fabrics, colours, branding techniques and trims will help us develop an image unique to you and your team.

APPLIQUÉ PANELS

This technique is great for creating
a solid colour background and is
most suited to larger designs where
fully embroidering the design is not
an option. A fabric panel is applied
to the garment with the border and
detail stitched over the top, creating
a smart badge effect.

BRANDING

COLLAR

No garment is complete without your company
branding. Embroidery in full colour, subtle toneon-tone, dye sublimated fabrics and trims, the
choice is yours. A made-to-order jacket allows
versatility with your logo placement which can
be added almost anywhere.

Line the collar with fleece,
contrast the colour, add
embroidery, print the lining,
the list goes on…

LINING

Select a lightweight or fleece lining from
a wide range of available colours. Add
an interesting twist to your garments
using the dye sublimation process
to create a patterned lining that will
complement your logo. Remember too,
embroidery is not only limited to the
outside of your chosen garment.

LABELS

Strengthen your brand name with the
addition of a custom-made label.

PIPING

Optional piping detail is
available in plain or dye
sublimated fabrics.

STORM FLAPS

Add interest to the garment by contrasting the inner
or outer storm flaps. Add self-colour embroidery or
dye sublimated fabrics for a tasteful upmarket look.

OUTER

With a large range of colours and
fabrics to choose from we will
suggest the best options according
to your needs. Together we can
discuss your requirements and
create a distinctive product range.

PIPING

Optional piping
detail is available
in plain or dye
sublimated fabrics.
Depending on
the garment style
selected, you can be
as subtle or as bold
as you dare.

LASER ENGRAVING

Highly suitable for fleece and
softshell garments, the textile
surface is engraved to create
a shadow effect that will vary
depending on the colour and fabric
of the garment. Laser engraving
can also be applied across seams
and zips.

EMBROIDERY

PRINTING

A versatile method of branding
garments with a more flexible
approach to the positioning
of logos. With access to both
transfer and screen printing,
we will be happy to suggest the
best application for your selected
garments.
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watttowear.co.uk | 00 44 (0) 845 241 7640

Embroidering your logo or text
directly onto a garment will
create a long lasting finish with
texture and sheen. We use only
the best quality threads and can
match almost any colour. Mix and
match your clothing and reverse
colourways to create an interesting
variation to your uniform.

DYE SUBLIMATION
A printing process that uses heat
to transfer dye onto fabric giving
endless design possibilities.
We can create high quality,
photographic finish designs
on various fabrics and produce
an array of products from
equestrian coolers, polo shirts,
snoods and even contrasting
linings, pipings and trims for
your made-to-order jackets.

watttowear.co.uk | 00 44 (0) 845 241 7640

SLEEVES
CUFFS AND TABS
CUFFS AND TABS
Contrasting dye sublimated
fabric cuff tabs offer yet
another branding option.

7
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POCKET LININGS

Dye sublimated pocket linings
add just a hint of branding if you
prefer a more subtle approach.

ZIP PULLS

Woven zip pulls are the perfect
addition and provide a smart
finishing touch.

Our made-to-order range
allows us to add embroidery to
sections of the garment that
would normally be inaccessible.
Personalised cuff tabs are subtle
and sophisticated.

POCKET JETTING

Match or change it up a gear by
adding a contrasting fabric and
colour to the pocket jets and
storm flaps.

With almost all of our
made-to-order jackets
we can manufacture
the sleeves in an
alternative colour
adding an extra
dimension to your
garment.

watttowear.co.uk | 00 44 (0) 845 241 7640
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how does it work?

In a rapidly changing
and complex global
business environment,
the future success of
global companies will
be increasingly reliant
on the performance
of their management
teams and their decision
making ability.

what is it?
The GP Team Challenge is a professional development programme for 12 teams that
adopts proven techniques used by successful Formula One racing teams. It allows the
business world to experience and learn the secrets of high performance teams and to
immerse themselves in the turbulent, high-pressured, and dynamic world of Grand
Prix motor racing. The key to the success of the GP Team Challenge is that it delivers
measurable business results and a return on investment direct to the organisa�ons
that take part.
It is a class leading, exclusive (places limited to 12 teams) development programme.

The businesses that
succeed will have one
thing in common...
the performance of
their people...
at all levels within
the company.

The sole aim of the GP Team Challenge is the development of company performance through people.
Making that development measurable by clearly iden�fying a business challenge at the start of the
‘racing season’, and measuring the team impact in monetary terms as a return on investment at the end.
Amongst others, each par�cipa�ng company team will have to achieve results in two speciﬁc areas:
• demonstra�ng business improvements and successfully comple�ng their projects
• ‘on the track’ in the fast moving, disorienta�ng, Grand Prix environment
It is the blending of these two elements that makes the GP Team Challenge very diﬀerent as a
management development programme. It is a deﬁned process that combines the latest coaching
techniques and management models with the dynamics of a Grand Prix team; the race, the compe��on,
the focus on execu�on and teamwork and the will to win ... all quali�es that an individual, management
team or company require to succeed in a compe��ve, challenging environment.

The challenge takes the 10 key characteris�cs of
performance at the limit as iden�ﬁed by Professor Mark
Jenkins of Cranﬁeld School of Management, characteris�cs
that Grand Prix teams agree make the diﬀerence between
good teams, and high performing winning teams. They are:

1. Maintain open and honest communica�on
2. Isolate the problem not the person
3. Build the organisa�on around internal
processes, networks and rela�onships
4. Align individual’s, team’s and partner’s goals
5. Focus, focus, focus
6. Make quick decisions and learn from the
results
7. Real gains come at the boundaries
8. Be realis�c about what can be achieved
9. Never believe you can keep winning
10. Leaders exist at all levels of the organisa�on
Mark Jenkins BA MSc DPSE PhD, Professor of Business Strategy, Cranﬁeld co-author of
‘Performance at the Limit – Business Lessons from Formula 1 Motor Racing’

The GP Team Challenge will ensure teams understand and recognise
breaking points, iden�fy strengths and recognise weaknesses, and
develop a unique camaraderie that results in team spirit and self
belief. It immerses everyone involved in a real-�me experience that
will relate and feed into a broader corporate context. The GP Team
Challenge will become a ‘life memory’.

The GP Team Challenge ‘season’ will last for nine months culmina�ng in 2 races at Silverstone against the
other teams.

Each par�cipa�ng team will work with
their appointed driver straight from
the GP Team Challenge talent pool.
Twelve drivers have been selected
especially from the proving grounds of
single seater motor sport such as GP2
and F3, so these drivers are already
on their way to achieving great things
in the world of motor sport. They will
be involved in workshops, and are
able to call on the experience of our
panel and other key members of our
technical support team throughout the
challenge series. Importantly, a former
F1 racer and motor sport consultant
will monitor the drivers and the
progress of our teams from the onset
of the GP Team Challenge.

T: 01326 856021
E: info@gpteamchallenges.com

GP Team Challenges Limited, Silverstone Innova�on Centre, Silverstone Circuit
Silverstone, Northamptonshire NN12 8GX

performance through people

performance through people

“I’ve known Guy for a long time personally and professionally. I know that much of the success that I have enjoyed, really, was due to his creative talent.
Especially when we launched regional glossies, such as Devon Today, and when we launched into the motors market with Auto Weekly, Guy was able to
step up our approach and make us think even harder about what we trying to achieve. We simply wouldn’t have achieved a great launch without him.
“Guy has so much knowledge of many different markets, and I think it is this that gives him real edge when he takes on any project. He can bring a different
perspective to any work because he really thinks differently and he still has the annoying ability to be able to challenge thinking, but still keep it fun.
“Recently the work Guy has done for GPTC has proved invaluable. He has helped put us in front of some of the biggest key players in Motor Sport through
clever design and making sure that we are able to get a complicated point across to the right markets.
“I was lucky enough to work with Guy through the 90’s when arguably Regional Press was at its peak, I miss that work and those days. However, I still
enjoy working with Guy at any opportunity as I know we will get two things:
A result.
Lots of creativity and fun.”
NIGEL NEILL
GP Team Challenges

welcome

to the UK’s leading cookery school

Contents

Ashburton Cookery School offers a fresh approach to cookery with
exciting courses that emphasise hands-on involvement, top quality
organic Westcountry produce and inspirational teaching.

The School

Set in a beautiful Georgian town on the edge of Dartmoor, the Ashburton Cookery
School offers over 40 cookery courses to choose from, designed to suit beginners as
well as experienced cooks.
Working in superbly equipped teaching kitchens in our purpose-built cookery
school building, you will learn fundamental cookery techniques that can be applied
whether you’re working in a professional kitchen or entertaining at home.

inspirational

Our chef tutors are highly regarded, qualified lecturers with extensive experience
of working in the catering industry. They will inspire you to cook with
imagination, passion and enjoyment. We pride ourselves on the quality of
our tuition and ingredients and everything we do is underpinned by a desire
to promote food that has been grown in a way that is organic, sustainable,
environmentally sensitive, ethical and supportive of local business.

COOKERY COURSES

4

The Courses
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10
20
28
38
40
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42

Whether your aim is to take your cookery skills to the next level, to cook for family
and friends, or you want to learn to cook as a professional, you will find a cookery
course for you at the Ashburton Cookery School.

To check course availability and to book online visit our website at
www.ashburtoncookeryschool.co.uk or phone us on 0843 289 5555.
Book online at www.ashburtoncookeryschool.co.uk





the school
The finest facilities, inspirational chefs
and the best ingredients
From complete beginners to advanced intensive training, our chef tutors will
guide you through fundamental cookery techniques. From these you will
build a repertoire, which will help you develop your skills to the utmost during
your time with us. Even a one-day cookery course will give you knife skills
and food handling training as well as around five hours tuition.

Book online at www.ashburtoncookeryschool.co.uk



STELLA WEST-HARLING

STUART FOWLES

Stella’s catering career began in 1980 when she opened one of
the first organic restaurants in the UK. A food writer and teacher,
she has appeared regularly on TV and at food shows. She
started the Cookery School in 1992 in Ashburton.

Stuart joined us in September 2006 from Aramark, Contract
Caterers for the South West, where he was Executive Chef.
Prior to that he taught as Associate Lecturer and Tutor at Exeter
Catering College delivering NVQ courses. Stuart also has a
wide range of experience as Head Chef in local restaurants
and hotels.

DARRIN HOSEGROVE

JOE BARTLETT

Darrin began his career at Gidleigh Park Hotel, working under the
guidance of Michelin-starred chef Shaun Hill. He has worked in
many acclaimed fine dining restaurants in the UK and also held
positions as a College Lecturer and Development Chef before
joining the Ashburton Cookery School in 2004. As well regularly
teaching at the School, Darrin also oversees the development of
new courses, recipes and menus.

With more than a decade’s experience in catering, Joe has
worked at some of the Devon’s finest restaurants, and was
most recently Head Chef at the Holne Chase Hotel, holding 2
AA Rosettes before joining the Cookery School in 2008.

SENIOR CHEF TUTOR

CHEF DIRECTOR

CHEF TUTOR

ROB DAWE

PHIL ORAM

CHEF MANAGER

CHEF TUTOR

Chef Manager of the Cookery School since July 2005,
Rob spent the previous two years as Chef Lecturer at
Exeter College. He has also worked in several fine dining
establishments including Sous-Chef at the RAC Club in Pall
Mall and Head Chef at the Puffing Billy restaurant at Exmouth.

Phil’s long career includes cooking at London’s Grosvenor
House, the RAC Club, Pall Mall and Gidleigh Park under
Michelin-starred chef, Michael Caines. He was also
Development Chef at the Ark Chicken Company. Phil has
extensive experience as Chef Lecturer at Exeter College
teaching students to an advanced level, and joined the
Cookery School in 2009.

Book online at www.ashburtoncookeryschool.co.uk





the courses
Cookery Course Levels
To help you get the most out of your course, we have put together
a guide list of skills which you need before you join each course.
For the latest details of any of our courses and course availability
just visit our website at www.ashburtoncookeryschool.co.uk

LEVEL

DURATION

COURSE

Entry ●

2 day

Beginners, Gentleman’s Relish

5 day

Foundation Cookery

1n

1 day

Breadmaking, Desserts,
Express Dinner Parties, Family
Dinners, French, Gastro!, Italian,
Mediterranean, Modern Vegetarian,
Tapas, Taste of the Westcountry

2nn

1 day

Butchery, Express Dinner Parties
Extra, Gastro! Extra, Fish &
Seafood, Gastro! Game, Italian
Extra, Patisserie, Sauces, Thai

2 day

Express Dinner Parties Plus, French Plus,
Gastro! Game Plus, Gastro! Plus,
Italian Plus, Mediterranean Plus, Modern
Vegetarian Plus, Pastries & Puddings Plus,
Thai Plus, Fish & Seafood Plus

ENTRY LEVEL ●
No knowledge required at all.

LEVEL 1 n
Aimed at the enthusiastic home cook. You will be
familiar with cookery concepts but no special skills are
required. These courses will build your competence
and confidence in the kitchen.

LEVEL 2 n n
You will be quite competent in the kitchen, able
to follow a recipe and comfortable making a roast
dinner, a stew or a stir fry for example. These courses
build on cookery fundementals with recipes, skills
and presentation techniques designed to make you a
confident cook.

LEVEL 3 n n n
You will be a confident cook, with good knife skills and
proficient in cooking and experience of working with
meat, simple fish filleting, reduced sauces, pastry and
breadmaking. These courses elevate your cookery to a
restaurant level.

LEVEL 4 n n n n
For those looking to cook to a fine dining level, you
must have completed a level 3 course or be able to
demonstrate equivalent experience.

3nnn

5 day

Intermediate Cookery

4 week

Diploma Course

1 day

Chef Skills

2 day

Chef Skills Plus

5 day

Intermediate Cookery Extra

4 n n n n 2 day
5 day



Chef Skills Advanced

Course Times
1 DAY COURSES
9.30am to approx 3.30pm
You will break around 1.30pm with a three course meal
featuring dishes you have prepared yourself from the course
menu. A glass of wine is served with the meal.

2 DAY COURSES
Saturday: 9.30am to approx. 6.00pm
Sunday: 9.30am to approx. 3.30pm
On Saturday you will have a light lunch followed by an early evening tasting of your
sample menu and a glass of wine around 5.00pm with your
fellow students. On Sunday you will work through until 2.30pm
and your course will finish with the three courses you have
prepared, and an opportunity for a course round-up with
the Chef Tutor.

5 DAY COURSES & DIPLOMA
Monday to Thursday: 9.30am to approx. 6.00pm
Friday: 9.30am to approx. 3.30pm
There will be light lunch each day around 1.00pm.
You will work to an early evening tasting, around
5.30pm of the food that has been prepared during the
day. On Friday you will work through until 3.30pm and
your course will finish with the three courses you have prepared,
and an opportunity for a course round-up with the Chef Tutor.

“Often the first thing a customer says to
us before booking a cookery course is ‘I
love your brochure’. If your customers
relate to your brand even before they have
experienced your service, you are heading
in the right direction. Over the years
Guy has been instrumental in building
and developing the Ashburton Cookery
School brand. Guy’s rare talent is his
ability to understand the heart and soul of
a business beyond just a superficial design
brief - and so his design choices such as
images, typography and paper stock
communicate an additional dimension
that resonate with your audience. It is
liberating to have full confidence in a
designer to consistently deliver quality
work that meets your objectives time and
again, and for that I cannot recommend
Guy highly enough for your business. He
is also a thoroughly nice guy who is great
fun to work with.”

Minimum age requirements
For Beginners two-day course: 16+
All other courses: 18+

Advanced Cookery

Book online at www.ashburtoncookeryschool.co.uk



DOMINIC O’NIONS
Managing Director, Ashburton Cookery School

OPENDOOR Brochure Service.
Helping to make your job easier.
Kingﬁsher have been designing and printing property
brochures of the highest calibre for over 15 years,
and our experience and customer service in this ﬁeld
is renowned. Agents from throughout the UK come to
Kingﬁsher, knowing that we will deliver the quality and
accuracy demanded to sell their properties.

Wouldn’t it
be great if,
as one door
closes...

However, we recognise that these are challenging times
for agents, which is why we have created a new range of
brochures called OPENDOOR.
OPENDOOR gives you a range of full colour A4
brochures, designed by our in-house design team.
Brochures will be printed on our usual estate agents stock.
As you can see from the samples enclosed there is no laminate,
which has helped us to reduce the cost to you, but more importantly
these brochures are now totally recyclable. The paper used is FSC
and all printed brochures can carry the logos shown right.

PRICE LIST

250
500
750
1000

...another
one opens?

OPENDOOR
Standard
Brochure

OPENDOOR
4pp
Brochure

OPENDOOR
6pp
Brochure

OPENDOOR
8pp
Brochure

OPENDOOR
12pp
Brochure

OPENDOOR
16pp
Brochure

£285
£300
£315
£330

£425
£462
£500
£536

£560
£580
£600
£620

£625
£658
£691
£724

£830
£868
£906
£994

£890
£940
£990
£1040

If you would like to ﬁnd out more, please call Ross, Ian or
Darryl on 01803 867087 for more details.
Kingﬁsher Print & Design is fully
FSC accredited. Please see our website
for details of our environmental policy.

www.kingﬁsherprint.co.uk

“I have been working with Guy for nearly 18 years, and can honestly
say that some of the best work we have produced has been designed by
Guy. The good thing for us is that he is not only a great designer but also
understands print. When he starts a design project he thinks about how
it will be printed and what problems we could be faced with when the
artwork reaches us. Guy’s unique personality really come across in his
work and you can tell with all his projects that he really thinks about
what the customer needs to achieve from it. He makes time to understand
exactly what the content is about and has a real knack of making the
most important parts of the document really stand out. We have built up
a great working relationship over the years, the whole team at Kingfisher
hope it’s a relationship that continues for many years to come.”
ROSS BELOTTI
Managing Director, Kingfisher Print and Design

Introducing OPENDOOR, a new simple and
effective, high quality, property brochure
service from Kingﬁsher.

Anarchy in the UK
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“Always understands the brief, always
imaginative, always on time - what more
could you want?”
ADE EDMONDSON

Attitude

Personal responsibility
Achievement
Teamwork

18-21 FEBRUARY 2016

Kata

Body language
Ergonomics
Fitness

Technique

Stick and rhythm skills
Playing with expression
Listening

Ki

Energy
Enthusiasm
Enjoyment

www.kagemusha.com
12TH UK TAIKO FESTIVAL PROGRAMME v2.indd 1

16/06/2017 11:59

Developing the Community, Developing the Art Form
KAGEMUSHA ETC 2016 A5 prog.indd 1

“When it comes to programmes, posters, flyers
and CD artwork, Guy and his team have always
produced work that has absolutely delighted us –
and impressed our customers. Friendly, flexible
and totally professional, we have no hesitation in
recommending Guy Cracknell Graphic Design.”
JONATHAN KIRBY
Kagemusha Taiko

05/02/2016 11:31

7.45pm | £25 / £22 / £20 / £15
Box office: 01392 726363 | www.exeternorthcott.co.uk
KAG pulse&roll NORTHCOTT A5 flyer.indd 1
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“GCGD come up with the most
amazing designs based on what is
sometimes (or often) a limited brief
from us.

“We’ve worked with Guy for many
years. He and his team always
produce top quality designs for
us on time and in budget. We
wouldn’t go anywhere else for our
graphic design needs.”
JONATHAN BRYANT
Commercial Manager, Ideal Lifts

Ideal Lift Frame
A brief overview

Ultra Compact...

UP TO SEVEN FLOORS

“Communication is excellent
throughout the process, and we’re
always shown a variety of designs
to review so we can decide which
direction to head in. If we need an
urgent design change we know we
can rely on GCGD to be there for
us immediately, without being put
in a queue.

Issue 7, 2016

...space saving, money
saving design
Less space for components, more space
for buildings floor area. Up to 125 mm
narrower than standard-sized shaft.

The Ideal Lift Frame System (structure) ensures
that only a timber shaft is required, replacing costly
and time-consuming concrete block shafts, which in
turn do not facilitate natural vertical settlement when
located within timber framed buildings.

Cheap servicing offers
can look cool...
but what’s under
the surface
could leave you
sweating...
TOO-GOOD-TO-BE-TRUE PRICING
OFFERS CAN BE APPEALING BUT
OFTEN YOU CAN BE FACED WITH:

We include lifting beams and do not require scaffolding
providing cost certainty. In the essence of timber frame
construction our system aides a fast and efficient
completion of the building programme.

• Inexperienced / unqualified engineers
• Repeat callouts / return visits to fix the same issue
• Inadequate servicing: lack of cleaning, adjustments, lubrication, etc

Scan QR to see the Ideal Lift in operation
within a timber framed building.
Or visit ideallifts.com

• Missed visits
• Long response times to callouts
• Mileage charges / travelling time charges

STANDARD SHAFT WIDTH 1600 mm
ULTRA COMPACT SHAFT WIDTH 1475 mm

• Hidden charges for call centre services, replacement batteries, lamps etc
• No control over your lift budget

0.22m2 of space saved on each floor with a
total of 1.5m2 across seven floors.

At Ideal Lifts Service we do things differently...

Saving you between
£7000 and £18000!*

1475

1600

No travelling time

mm

mm

Another ideal lift solution

*Typical London Borough valued in 2015.

Tel: 01837 659999
Email: info@ideallifts.com • Web: ideallifts.com

Tel: 01837 659999
Email: info@ideallifts.com • Web: ideallifts.com

Have you
thought about...
Tasty offers don’t always live
up to your expectations...
Big promises or cheap service deals may be tempting, but they can leave
a nasty taste. You could be be faced with:
• Inexperienced/unqualified engineers
• Repeat callouts/return visits to fix the same issue
• Inadequate servicing: lack of cleaning, adjustment,
lubrication, etc
• Missed visits
• Long response times to callouts

• Mileage charges
• Travelling time charges
• Hidden charges for call centre services, replacement
batteries, lamps etc
• No control over your lift budget

...the cost of callouts and repairs on
your lift over the next 5-10 years?
As with any mechanical/electrical piece of equipment, there are items
which do need replacing over time, such as:

or mileage charges
from our local
engineers

Our advanced contracts
offer peace of mind
and protection against
unexpected repair costs

Fair pricing policy
means we can also
hold our prices for up
to ten years

No hidden charges
just upfront,
honest pricing

Our advanced contracts
offer peace of mind
and protection against
unexpected repair costs

Fair pricing policy
means we can also
hold our prices for up
to ten years

Email service@ideallifts.com or visit us online at ideallifts.com

just upfront,
honest pricing

To find more about the benefits available from Ideal Lifts Service

call us on 01837 659734

Email service@ideallifts.com or visit us online at ideallifts.com

Are you
aware that...

...the larger lift companies, mainly Otis, Kone, Schindler and Orona fit closed-protocol systems
to their lifts meaning that specialist tools are required to do certain jobs on them, and in the
case of Otis, their autodialler is fixed to only phone their call centre.

At Ideal Lifts Service we...

Protect you from future
unexpected callout and
repair costs, and prevent
servicing contract price
increases in the coming years

Extend your lifts warranty
from the standard 1 year, to
up to ten years

Include regular
maintenance to keep your
lift maintained to its optimum
working condition

At Ideal Lifts Service we do things differently...
One of the benefits of choosing Ideal Lifts as your lift installer is the open protocol policy that we
practice for every project we take on. This means that the equipment installed can be maintained
by any other of our competitors, and you are therefore not restricted to who services the
equipment in years to come.

SERVICE

Xim faccuptiae. Nem
raVolorum sum im non
nimus ali

REPAIR

Ebis aribusdant quassitis
endicae excest pere officto
evenditaquo dolup

To find more about the benefits available from Ideal Lifts Service

call us on 01837 659734

No hidden charges

BATTERIES • LAMPS •CAR AND COUNTERWEIGHT GUIDE SHOES • DOOR GUIDE SHOES • DOOR HANGER
AND KICKING ROLLERS • MAGNETIC, OPTICAL AND MECHANICAL SWITCHES • PUSH BUTTONS • ETC

At Ideal Lifts Service we do things differently...
No travelling time

or mileage charges
from our local
engineers

To find out more about the extended warranty from Ideal Lifts Service

To find more about the benefits available from Ideal Lifts Service

Email service@ideallifts.com or visit us online at ideallifts.com

Email service@ideallifts.com or visit us online at ideallifts.com

call us on 01837 659734

call us on 01837 659734

REFURBISHMENT

Am experi omnis dest aut
evenest que que pliqui

Taking control of all your Airport Support needs

“We have worked with Guy and his
team over several years on various
re-branding and marketing projects,
and have found the whole team to
be extremely professional in their
approach, and very creative in their
design works. Guy Cracknell is
definitely my top pick for all future
graphic design projects and I have
no hesitation in recommending
them, and often do so!”
LUCY WALKER
Managing Director, Amalga Ltd

g
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0203 178 2250
info@amalga.com
amalga.com

Amalga Ltd, 6-9 The Square, Stockley Park, Uxbridge, Middlesex, UB11 1FW
Suite A105 Enterprise House, Stansted Airport, Bassingbourn Road, Stansted, CM24 1QW
Ground Floor, Level 0, South Terminal Arrivals, Gatwick Airport, RH6 0NP
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South West Woodland News

“Working with Guy is a pleasure - he is
professional and personable, helping both
shape and respond to client needs resulting in
a top class product at great value. He’s on my
shortlist of go-to graphic designers.”

News from the Forestry Commission in the South West Winter 2008

News

formation.

There are over 350 cultivars of maples (Acer
spp.) in the national Japanese maple collection
at Westonbirt and each autumn they put on
a blazing show of colour, admired by many
thousands of visitors from all over the world.
Income from visitors to Westonbirt is vital to the
maintenance of the tree collection as a whole.
A key concern is the drier summers predicted
to be a signiﬁcant aspect of our climate in
future
years – West
2007 andWinter
2008 excepted!
the
South
2008We
are assessing the drought tolerance of the
900 tree species in the collections here. As
maples thrive on a constant supply of moisture
we are concerned they could be susceptible

to extended periods of drought. The collection
is sited on relatively thin and less moisture
retentive soils so we need to start to propagate
and relocate the collections now, while
considering irrigation on the existing site to
enhance soil moisture levels in dry summers.
Thousands of people come to Westonbirt
each year to stand among and admire these
beautiful trees. They are a national treasure
and we are doing everything we possibly can
to ensure they remain so for generations to
come.
For further information go to www.forestry.
gov.uk/forestry/INFD-7LBMXE

in

What future for Westonbirt’s
maples? How will they cope
with our changing climate?

SW REGIONALSW
WOODLAND
REGIONAL&WOODLAND
FORESTRY FRAMEWORK
& FORESTRY FRAMEWORK

IMPLEMENTATION
IMPLEMENTATION
PLAN 2009
PLAN
-12 2009 -12

www.forestry.gov.uk/southwestengland

The Westonbirt Magazine, published by Friends of Westonbirt Arboretum, recently carried a series of three
linked articles on climate change, by Tim Rollinson, Director General of the Forestry Commission, Dr Mark
Broadmeadow, FC England’s Climate Change Programme Manager, and John Weir. These are well worth
reading. See above web address or www.fowa.org.uk for the full magazine.

How might the South West’s climate change?

building with wood

SPONSORED BY

THE ROLE OF TIMBER IN IMPROVING THE SUSTAINABILITY OF THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT

TOP PHOTO: Snow at Westonbirt - an increasingly rare event?
ABOVE: Maples in autumn at Westonbirt

These maps show areas in Europe which
match most closely the climate projected for
Canonteign in Devon in the future, based
on monthly temperature, daily temperature
range and rainfall. This suggests that the
south west could experience the climate
currently found in Portugal by 2050. Or to
put it another way, plants and animals might
be required to ‘move north’ by 40 ft per day
to keep up with the anticipated rates of
climate change!

www.forestry.gov.uk/southwestengland

building with wood

Organised by the Woodfair South West Partnership in conjunction with the Centre for Contemporary Art and the
Natural World, both supported by funding from the South West Woodland Renaissance Scheme. Valuable support was
provided by the Devon Sustainable Building Initiative (DSBI), the Devon Strategic Housing Group and representatives
from the architects and building industries.

THE ROLE OF TIMBER IN IMPROVING THE
SUSTAINABILITY OF THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT
18 September 2007
10am - 4.30pm
The University of Exeter
Devon

Getting to the conference

The organisers encourage you, where possible, to travel to this event by public transport, although we recognise this can be difﬁcult in some situations.
Exeter is well served by trains with regular services from Cornwall, London & the North as well as from local destinations such as Paignton,
Torbay and Exmouth.
The conference venue is approximately 15 minutes walk from Exeter St. David’s or approximately 5 minutes by taxi. Taxis are available at the station.
Full travel details, including more information about public transport options, will be sent to delegates prior to the conference.

This document has been printed on Replica, which is manufactured from 100% woodfree ECF (Elemental Chlorine Free) pulp sourced from sustainably managed forests. It is
totally recyclable and manufactured within an ISO 14001 accredited mill, also conforming to EMAS (Eco-management and Audit Scheme). It is one of the ﬁrst papers to carry the
FSC (Forest Stewardship Council) certiﬁcation.

Maggie’s Centre, Dundee, Scotland

ntre, Beaworthy,

Dr Richard Jinks of Forest Research and John Weir, Director of the National Arboretum at
Westonbirt, outline the Commission’s plans to ensure that the world-famous collection of Japanese
maples not only weathers climate changes but thrives in the future.
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What future for Westonbirt’s
maples? How will they cope
with our changing climate?
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MARK DURK
Forestry Commission
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CPD: This event may be accepted as ﬁve hours towards your CPD requirements

THIS EVENT IS ENDORSED BY

“Guy has a natural gift of taking your ideas and
not only conveying them accurately, but also
able to raise your original concept into such
stunning and creative designs that immediately
gives that ‘wow’ factor and raises your profile.”
DAVE OLIVER
Rattlebox Theatre

guy@guycracknell.co.uk
01837 55953
www.guycracknell.co.uk

